Ktm lc4 400

Make KTM. Model Adventure. Excellent bike, kept in top condition with all the extras including
dual radiator fans with electronic control, billet pegs, steering damper, FMF pipe and silencer,
LED lights and blinkers, upgraded front fork with larger brake disc, Renthal bars, and more. I
have everything for the next service including oil and filters. Model LC4 Didn't want to mislead
anyone. Basically the same thing but that model was not listed while categorizing the bike For
sale LC4. Street tires, gear ratio for highway. Never used as a dirt bike. Installed heated grips.
Hippo hands mitts and XL Shoei helmet and owners manual included. Oil has always been
changed ever 3k miles. Despite the high miles, it does not use any oil and run perfectly. Cash
buyer only. Awaiting duplicate title from BMV. South of Indianapolis 25 miles. I can text
whomever photos. I've tried to upload pics and nothing happening. Model DUKE. Model LC-4
Adventure R. Full scheduled maintenance history. Some aftermarket parts installed. Tires and
brakes replaced recently. Contact for more details if interested. In great condition Model10k
milesClean titleDisplacement: Model Supermoto LC4. It's a left hand kick and needs shift rod
bolt broke in it I sure it can be taped out runs great has fmf pipes and more to big for me have
hard time kicking it to much compression. Model LC 4. When you really want to get away from it
all, our collection of "ultimate S. I am the 2nd owner. It was originally purchased at KTM of
Mojave.. New Shinko dual sport tires front and rear. Included will be a set of Maxxis Desert IT
knobby tires in used condition. Other items are Regina O-ring chain, Yuasa battery, new oem
turn indicator lamps, fatbars with new black handguards, etc. Super Trapp muffler was just
serviced and repacked. Plastics are in decent shape, some scuffs and scratches. I put as the
mileage on the bike. That was a guess because there was a problem with the trip meter knob on
the originalspeedo not working correctly when trying to reset. I purchased another speedometer
on ebay, with over 12k as the mileage, if I remember correctly. This 12k speedo's trip reset
worked perfectly, so I removed the original on with the bad odo reset, and installed this one. I
think the original was showing over 6k. The mileage on the replacement is now over 14k. Also
replaced was the speedo cable and the speedo drive gear on the front axle.. The bike starts right
up and runs quite strong,as it should. But instead of me going on with a long list of details,
check out the pictures and ask any questions you may have. Several original extra pieces will
be included with this transaction i. This bike is for sale locally and I reserve the right to end this
auction. No shipping, pickup only. Buyer must pick up bike , and pay balance within 7 days from
sale date. Thank you. Has just over miles.. Great trail rider.. Starts in one kick.. Comes with
owners manual and parts manuals. Call Jeff at to see.. Runs good. Local pickup only. Contact
me too see the bike. Alamo Heights, TX. Huntington Beach, CA. Carthagena, OH. Eaton, NH.
Greenwood, IN. South Kingstown, RI. Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Ktm Lc4. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by rokklym , Nov 27,
Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. KTM LC4 ? Is it a good bike? I just found a KTM LC4 for sale
and I'm seriously considering getting it if its a good bike but I really don't know anything about
these. Anyone know details about these bikes, or known problems. Would this be a DRZ with
better components? Yup, they're a good bike. A lil' heavier than a DRZ but more comfy on the
road. As the LC4 is essentially the same but with more grunt most people go for the over a Most
people replace the failure prone mainshaft bearing on 's of that era with the updated roller
bearing, I assume that would apply to the also. Cheers Clint. I had a and have a The is heavy
although not as much as my LC4. It had less power than the DRZ offroad model I rode. Thanks
for the info. I think I'd be happier with the extra grunt of the HighwayChile , Nov 27, I think it
handles rock solid, in tight riding you can ride easier and faster then a Jack likes this. Might be
a good project bike?? Pezz :. ADV Sponsors. Joined: Sep 29, Oddometer: 1, Location:
milwaukee wi. Rokklym, where have you been? Hadn't seen any posts from you for quite awhile,
now your back again. As others have stated above, the and were identical except for bore and
stroke. The might make a better trail bike, because the motor is softer, but IMHO the would be
superior in every other arena. I just gear mine down one tooth on the CS, if I'm anticipating
mostly dirt roads or trails. This is what I ran at the Big Woods and Enduraid runs. I'm still
thinking about the new Husky, but will probably keep my Adventure for at least another year.
Joined: Jul 16, Oddometer: 2 Location: Alabama. Hey gents. So, brand new here. I really like it
so far but haven't gotten to ride it very much. I had a mechanic friend of mine who works at
Harley look it over and he said from what he can tell and hear that it sounds really solid and
gently used My big questions are; What are the week areas of the bikes mechanically , and how
capable are they in performing long trecks like the TAT? Thanks very much for any info and
wisdom you can send my way. Everything was designed to withstand the weight and power of
the If you can get along with appox. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? Fire roads and big

four-strokes are a recipe for'big tun with any rider on board. KTM continues to amaze us. This
innovative European company takes chances while the Japanese manufacturers make
conservative moves. KTM often equaled or beat the Japanese with technological advances like
liquid-cooled cc motocrossers, disc brakes, digital ignitions and inverted forks on production
bikes. In the past, dirt riders who've encountered sections of public highway between trails
have had three equally unpleasant choices: be an outlaw and take a chance; convert an off-road
bike to a pseudo-legal, don't-look-too-close EPA renegade; or put up with factory dual-purpose
machines that feel light and nimble on asphalt but ride like ugly-handling, underdamped street
bikes in the dirt. Recent years have seen some improvement in factory offerings, but even the
Honda XR-L and the stock Suzuki DR-S models are comfortable only on undemanding dirt
surfaces at a fairly casual pace. Infusions of time, money and aftermarket products help make
them dirt worthy, but dirt riders want a stock machine that can be ridden to an off-road race
then raced competitively. Few riders do that, but the possibility gives you trail confidence. The
result is a pair of machines that we would actually consider racing. These are real off-road
racers with the bare necessities of legality attached. KTM uses a two-stroke-type crankshaft
with crank seals for their four-strokes like Husq-varna or Husaberg, but KTM also uses a tiny oil
pump and provides this finned oil micro filter. Then they had to meet the EPA's noise and
emissions standards. Fortunately, the KTM strokers already meet tough European standards, so
they were able to pass 49 state emissions tests with no sweat, and they whispered through the
foot acceleration test with an 80 dbA reading. It appears that the KTMs are just a charcoal
canister away from being California emissions-legal. After satisfying the feds, KTM had to
satisfy the vehicle codes of all 50 states. That meant a tiny gel battery had to be affixed to the
top of the airbox to run a taillight with the engine off. In addition to the minimal lighting and
voltage regulator you'll find rubber inserts in the foot-pegs, a center stand rather than a
side-stand, a steel subframe to make it safe to carry a passenger , a steel muffler with a spark
arrestor, the required switches, mirrors and an airbox cover. There are DOT-approved D. D rims
and Pirelli MT21 tires too. Once we were done kicking the tires we wanted to hit the trails.
Naturally, we headed for a nasty uphill single-track trail wrinkled with degree switchbacks. We
then proceeded onto our standard enduro bike test loop, and we didn't cut the bikes any slack.
With the tall gearing we spent a lot of time in first and second gears, but only the gearing, tires
and mirrors remind you that you aren't on race-spec enduro machines. These trails are solid
rock in some places with a shattered surface and many ugly stairsteps as well as more rain ruts
than you ever wanted to see. They soaked up the rocks and ruts exceptionally well. The
suspension action was crisp and controlled, so we felt comfortable pushing the bikes as hard
as the tires would allow. We did experience some bottoming, so on subsequent rides we upped
the shock preload and the compression damping front and rear with good results. Power output
was quite good for the most part. The jetting was excellent in the dirt, and both bikes started
easily and ran cleanly. However, the felt docile at low rpm and clearly suffered from the tall
gearing on steep hills; a smaller countershaft sprocket would help dramatically. It makes so
much bottom boost that we wanted to ride it in second gear in the tight sections to calm it
down. Unfortunately, we kept stalling until we got the clutch. The rear hub incorporates rubber
cushions to ease shock to the transmission during shifts on pavement. The smallish rear
sprocket is required for the bike to pass sound and emissions standards but can be changed
for off-road use. It smokes any similarly sized dual-purpose machine. The roosts the , it weighs
virtually the same as the , it required less gas at our mile fill-up point, and it's no louder than the
This is great news for the big-bore crowd. It's a touch harder to start and a bit easier to stall
than the , but the disparity is not great. Also, the pushes the front end a little more on fast fire
roads and vibrates a bit more on the street. For technical riding areas the is more fun to ride,
and we liked the for faster, more open areas. We tend to dual-sport on a lot of single-track trails,
so when KTM demanded that we choose just one of the bikes for an extended test, we opted for
the We put about 80 miles of hard-core dual-sporting on the and about miles on the We even
used the to commute to work and ride on the freeway but only to fill out the test; we don't see
these bikes as commuters or tourers. Keep in mind that these are dirt bikes; you just happen to
be able to ride them on the street. We tested the KTMs on a super-narrow single track with
close, brushy trees. The KTM mirrors telescope up and down, and the mirror heads spin all the
way around, so we never tweaked them. For that matter we never tweaked anything on the
bikes. All of the lights and hardware are as tiny and lightweight as the law allows; we never even
noticed the turn signals. The same was true of the switches. We know for a fact that these bikes
will stand up well to off-roading. The KTMs are a good value as well. To make that bike more
off-road worthy it would need new tires, different gearing, suspension modifications and a
larger fuel tank. We'd also change the air filter, pegs and handlebar personal preference. But
even after you spent the extra cash on the XR-L it will still be heavy and have poor gearbox

spacing and less power than the KTM. The DR-S has competitive engine performance, but a
reinforced swingarm and a cartridge-type or inverted fork and better shock would be required to
match the KTM's handling, and that makes the Japanese machine quite expensive. It depends
on how serious you are about your dual-sporting. If you're a serious trail rider or a racer you are
used to the handling performance the KTM offers, and you won't be satisfied with less. The
government not only requires these bikes to be clean and quiet, they require that they stay
clean and quiet for at least miles. Home Manufacturer Contact. Dirt Rider review Fire roads and
big four-strokes are a recipe for'big tun with any rider on board. Unfortunately, we kept stalling
until we got the clutch The rear hub incorporates rubber cushions to ease shock to the
transmission during shifts on pavement. Make Model. F our stroke, single cylinder. Bore x
Stroke. Co oling System. Liquid cooled. Max Power. Final Drive. Front Suspension. Front Wheel
Travel. Rear Suspension. WP monoshock, rebound and compression adjustment. Rear Wheel
Travel. Front Brakes. Single disc. Rear Brakes. Seat Height. Dry Weight. Fuel Capacity. Top
Speed. Quick Links Download this manual. Table of Contents. The KTM high performance
engine is only able to meet user expectations if the maintenance work is performed regularly
and professionally. In accordance with the international quality management ISO standard, KTM
uses quality assurance processes that lead to the highest possible product quality. To keep
improving the quality of our repair manuals, we request mechanics and shop foremen to assist
us as follows: If you find any errors or inaccuracies in one of our repair manual â€” Page
Changing The Microfilter E Changing the microfilter Replace the microfilter while changing the
engine oil. Page Oil Circuit E Oil circuit The oil pump pumps the engine oil past the by-pass
valve through the oil filter. After the oil filter, an oil lead branches off to a jet which sprays
engine oil onto the piston pin bearing and piston head. The second oil lead takes the main flow
of oil to the microfilter , which filters out even the finest impurities. The second oil lead takes
the main flow of oil to the second jet and the microfilter , which filters out even the finest
impurities. Page 21 E Changing the engine oil models with frame oil NOTE: For improved
cooling of the engine oil, the front tube of the frame was integrated into the oil circuit. Thus,
when you change the oil, you also have to drain the engine oil from the front tube and bleed the
oil system. Page 23 E Oil circuit The oil pump pumps the engine oil past the by-pass valve
through the oil filter. After the oil filter, an oil line branches off to a jet which sprays engine oil
onto the piston pin bearing and piston head. The second oil line takes the main flow of oil into
the front pipe of the frame , where the engine oil is cooled down. After the oil filter an oil line
branches off to the jets 4 which spray engine oil on the piston pin bearing and the piston pins.
Page Secondary Air System E Functional characteristics of the secondary air system SLS When
the exhaust valve is open, the hot exhaust gases flow through the exhaust port at a very high
speed. As a consequence of the flow conditions in the exhaust port and due to the influence
exerted by the entire exhaust system on the escaping gases, the pressure in the exhaust port
drops temporarily underpressure. Page 26 E Mode of operation of the secondary air system
SAS starting with the model Hot exhaust gases flow through the exhaust port. The flow
conditions in the exhaust port and the entire exhaust system's influence on the escaping gas
lead to a brief pressure drop in the exhaust port vacuum. The secondary air valve SAS opens
during these cyclic vacuum stages, supplying oxygen to the hot exhaust gas through the line
The bleeder syringe can be purchased from your KTM dealer. Having completed the bleeding
procedure, you have to verify that the oil level in the master cylinder is correct. If necessary, fill
up with biodegradable hydraulic oil SAE 10 f. Page 35 E Removing the engine â€” Thoroughly
clean the entire motorcycle. Page 36 E â€” Remove the two bolts and take off the chain guard.
From model on: â€” Remove the 3 bolts of the clutch slave cylinder and pull the clutch slave
cylinder off the casing. Page 37 E â€” Remove the jet screw â€” Remove the left as well as the
right engine retaining bracket â€” Remove bolt as well as the swingarm pivot â€” Then lift the
engine out of the frame. Page 38 E Mounting the engine â€” Lift the engine into the frame and
position. Page 39 E â€” Connect the water hose â€” Attach the clutch cable and the
decompression cable. Starting with the model: â€” Connect the hose to the SAS valve. Page 40
E â€” Tighten the screw â€” Connect the negative pole to the battery. Checking the adjustment
of the hand decompression cable To check, set piston at compression, so that the valves are
closed. Page 43 E â€” Fit engine to engine work stand. Then remove the shift lever together with
the V-seal ring behind. Then remove the kickstarter. Page 44 E Removing the clutch release
lever and the oil hoses â€” Undo bolt and remove the clutch release lever. Removing the oil
filter â€” Remove all three bolts and take off the oil filter cover together with the O-ring or
gasket. Page 45 E â€” Undo 6 bolts and remove starter flange incl. Use protective sleeve Page
47 E Removing the electric starter drive â€” Pull the reduction gear off the bearing bolt. Page 48
E Removing the cylinder head top section â€” Unscrew plug with gasket and remove pressure
spring from automatic tensioner. Page 49 F â€” Pull water pump upward and simultaneously

turn crankshaft. NOTE: When groove in the HH bolt is vertical, the water pump can be pulled
upward and taken out of the cylinder head without the application of force. Blocking the
crankshaft â€” Page 50 E â€” Using a screwdriver, lever circlip out of the groove. Page 51 E
Removing cylinder head â€” Unscrew chain guide bolt incl. Removing cylinder and piston â€”
Unscrew the 4 collar nuts at the cylinder base â€” Page 52 E â€” Remove two wire circlips and
press piston pin out of piston. Removing engine sprocket â€” Remove collar bolt and spring
washer. NOTE: If the gear-box and the clutch of the engine are in good condition, throw it into
gear in order to block the take-off shaft frictional connection to the blocked crankshaft is
present. Page 53 E â€” Release the lock washer of the inner clutch hub. Page 54 E â€” Remove
the balancer shaft from the bearing by hand. Page 55 E Removing the timing chain and the
timing gear â€” Remove allan head bolt and remove timing chain guide from the casing. Page 56
E Parting of engine housing â€” Loosen the crankshaft locking bolt. Page 57 E â€” Remove the
3 bolts and detach the shift mechanism support â€” Pull out the shift rails and swing the shift
forks aside, taking care of the shift rolls on the driving pins of the shift forks. Page 58 E
Removing the transmission shafts â€” Pull both transmission shafts out of the bearing seats.
Page 61 E Working on the right housing half Remove shaft seal rings and heat housing half to
approx. Roller bearing of crankshaft Proceed as for left housing half. Cylinder roller bearing of
counter shaft Remove shaft seal ring. Page 62 E Needle bushes of the clutch disengagement
â€” Pull out the needle bushes of the clutch disengagement with a gear puller Page 63 E
Working on the left half of the housing Remove shaft seal rings and heat housing half to approx.
Needle bearing of counter shaft Press in new needle bearing from inside until flush. Shaft seal
ring of kickstarter shaft Press in new shaft seal ring from outside with sealing lip facing inwards
until flush. Page 64 E Crankshaft If the conrod bearing is replaced, take care to properly
position the crankpin. The bores of the crank web and crank pin must coincide. Page 65 F
Measuring and adjusting of crankshaft axial clearance â€” Should the crankshaft, engine
housing, or a roller bearing be replaced, the axial clearance of the crankshaft should also be
checked. Page 66 E Mounting instructions for piston rings â€” Insert the oil scraper ring in the
lower ring groove. Side of ring marked facing piston head. Page 67 Recoated cylinder If the
Nikasil coating of your cylinder is worn but undamaged, you may obtain a recoated cylinder at
your KTM dealer new Nikasil coating on used cylinder. It may be that your spare cylinder shows
color changes on the exterior Page 68 E Disassembling the cylinder head and checking the
components for wear Three-Bond Dichtmasse Three-Bond Gasket â€” Mount cylinder head in
vice using the studs. Do not allow it to rest on sealing surface. Page 69 E Disassembling the
cylinder head top section and checking the components for wear â€” Simply pull the rocker arm
axles out of the cylinder head top section. Then take both rocker arms together with thrust
washers out of the cylinder head top section. Undo bolt and remove the following components
Page 70 E Checking the components of the timing mechanism for wear Timing chain guide
Check for signs of wear. Timing chain tensioner Check for signs of wear. Timing chain Check
rollers for smooth operation and signs of wear. Page 71 E Automatic tensioner â€” Check
ratcheting pawl for smooth operation and wear. Preassembly of automatic tensioner â€” Insert
thrust bolt into tensioner housing and engage ratcheting pawl into first notch see illustration.
Page 75 E Checking the kickstarter components for wear Starter gear Check the bearing for
clearance the starter gear must be in permanent mesh with the outer clutch hub. Intermediate
starter gear Check the bearing for clearance. Kick starter shaft Check the toothing for signs of
wear. Ratchet gear Check the ascending surface and the toothing for signs of wear. Push rod
â€” Check the face side for signs of wear. Clutch release shaft , sealing cup and needle bearing
â€” Page 77 E Checking the shift mechanism components for wear Shift forks Check the fork
leaf for signs of wear. Check the shift roller driving pin for signs of wear. Shift rolls Check the
shift rolls for hairline cracks and pressure marks. Additionally, make sure that the shift rolls
turn easily on the driving pins of the shift forks. Page 78 E Shift mechanism support â€” If the
grooved ball bearing of the shift roller must be exchanged, press the new grooved ball bearing
all the way into the seat. Page 79 E Important note regards working on transmission â€” Fix the
main shaft or countershaft, respectively, in the vise use special vise jaws to avoid damaging of
the shafts and remove the gear wheels. Always use new lock washers when performing repair
work on the transmission! Check the tooth profiles of transmission shafts and sliding gears for
signs of wear. Page 80 E Important note regards working on transmission â€” Fix the main shaft
or countershaft, respectively, in the vise use special vise jaws to avoid damaging of the shafts
and remove the gear wheels. Page 81 F Removing the intermediate gear â€” Remove the starter
cover. Page 83 E Ignition Kokusan 4K2 General information The measurements described below
will only reveal severe problems. Coil short circuits leading to weak ignition sparks or low
generator output, respectively, can only be detected with the help of an ignition test bench. In
the case of malfunction always check the cables and the plug and socket connections of the

ignition system first. Page 85 E Ignition Kokusan 4K-3 General information The measurements
described below will only reveal severe problems. Page 89 E â€” Place left-hand housing half in
engine work stand. Mounting the kickstarter unit â€” Insert stop disc Page 90 E â€” Insert shift
roller into the housing with the holder for the locking piece facing up. Page 91 E Adjustment of
return spring â€” Engage second or third gear. The return spring pressure will be felt.
Proceeding from the basic position, this free travel should be identical for upward and
downward movement. Page 92 E Assembly of engine housing â€” Make sure both dowels are in
place in the left housing half, and put gasket on the sealing surface. Use a little bit of grease to
hold the gasket in place. Page 94 E Mount the timing gear and the timing chain â€” Insert
woodruff key for timing gear into crankshaft and fit timing gear onto crankshaft with high collar
towards housing. Page 95 F Mounting the balancer shaft and the primary pinion â€” Fit balancer
shaft in the bearing. When doing so, adjust the teeth of the primary pinion and the balancer
shaft in such a way that the markings coincide. Page 96 F Mounting the clutch discs â€”
Thoroughly oil the O-ring and put it onto the inner clutch hub. Page Push Rod E â€” Turn the
release shaft clockwise until it glides a bit further into the housing. The push rod now sits on
the release shaft. Page 98 E â€” Cut off the section of the housing gasket protruding around the
cylinder flange and mount 2 dowels. NOTE: â€” To facilitate the installation of the cylinder it is
recommended to place a rubber band see illustration around the timing chain guide and the
timing chain tensioner. Page 99 E Mounting the camshaft, timing marks â€” Fit the camshaft
gear into the timing chain so that mark a point is aligned with the top surface of the cylinder
head when the timing chain strand tensioned. Page E â€” Lubricate the needle bushing with oil
and slide it onto the camshaft. Page E Mounting the cylinder head top section â€” Clean the
sealing area of the cylinder head top section and apply a thin layer of sealing compound Three
Bond Page F Adjustment of valve clearance â€” Adjust piston to ignition top dead center check
marks of flywheel and screw crankshaft locking bolt back in. Page E Mounting the electric
starter drive â€” Insert the woodruff key into the crankshaft. Page E Adjusting the pulse
generator â€” Turn the flywheel until the elevated section of the flywheel coincides with the
pulse generator â€” Use a feeler gauge to measure the distance between the pulse generator
and the flywheel. Setpoint value: 0. Page F Installing the ignition Kokusan 4K-3 â€” Block the
crankshaft with the crankshaft locking bolt. Page E Mounting the oil hoses â€” Mount the two oil
hoses. Mounting the clutch release lever â€” To mount the clutch release lever , turn the clutch
release shaft clockwise as far as stop and fit the release lever as illustrated. Page E Pouring in
engine oil up to model from model on â€” Mount oil drain plug with seal ring and tighten with 30
Nm. Tightening torque: 20 Nm â€” Page E Removing the battery â€” Remove the seat. Page E
Checking the capacitor â€” Pull main fuse out of the fuse holder. Page E Check start auxiliary
relay â€” Remove headlight mask and remove the start auxiliary relay. Page E Checking the
starter relay â€” Remove the seat and the right side cover and disconnect the combination
connector of the starter relay. Page E Checking the clutch switch â€” Disconnect the clutch
switch from the cable tree. Page E to EPC-control- unit Battery Ignition system Main fuse 20 A
From the battery , battery voltage is delivered via the main fuse through the activated ignition
lock and the activated emergency OFF Ignition lock switch to the CDI unit Emergency-off switch
Auxiliary relay During each revolution of the crankshaft, the pulse generator If the throttle valve
is opened all the way, the microswitch will close the power circuit. Page E ge-bl ge-r Electric
starter system Battery Ignition lock The system is equipped with a safety mechanism. Page E
Check start auxiliary relay â€” Remove headlight mask and remove the start auxiliary relay
cable colours red and red-white. Page E Checking the diodes NOTE: Diodes conduct current
only in the direction indicated by the arrow, preventing the conduction of current in the
opposite direction. Two different kinds of diode defects can be distinguished: â€” The diode
conducts no current at all. Page E ge-bl Battery Ignition system Main fuse From the battery the
battery voltage is conducted via the main fuse through the ignition lock and the emergency OFF
switch Ignition lock which are both ON, to the side stand relay Emergency-off switch The side
stand relay conducts the battery voltage to the CDI unit , if Auxiliary relay Page E Checking the
side stand switch â€” Disconnect the 2 connectors connecting the side stand switch with the
cable tree below the tank. The voltage regulator is defect if the power consumers now work
properly. Page E ge-bl ge-r Battery Electric starter system Ignition lock The system is equipped
with a safety mechanism. Page E Checking the starter relay â€” Remove the seat and
disconnect the combination connector the starter relay. Page E sâ€”g Page E Page E Checking
the speedometer sensor and the speedometer Adventure â€” from the model Checking the
speedometer: â€” Disconnect the connector from the speedometer. NOTE: The connector is
located under the cockpit covering. From the float chamber the fuel enters the mixture pipe
through the idling jet. There the fuel mixes with the air that flows in through the idling air jet.
The same negative pressure is transferred to the upper side of the slide membrane and pulls the

throttle slide upwards. Page E Disassembling the carburetor Mikuni BST NOTE: Before
commencing to disassemble the carburetor make sure that your workplace is clean and large
enough to properly arrange all carburetor components before you. Page E â€” Take the entire
float unit out of the carburetor. Count and write down the number of twists. Twist out the
mixture adjusting screw and remove it together with the spring, the O-ring and the washer. Page
E Assembling the carburetor Mikuni BST 40 â€” Put the needle jet into the carburetor, making
sure that the flat portion is located next to the jet needle. Page E â€” Mount the throttle slide,
making sure that the membrane of the throttle slide rests properly against the round wall of the
carburetor housing. NOTE: The throttle stop shown in the picture is fitted in a restricted version.
Use the adjusting screw to adjust the basic position of the throttle valve and, thus, the idle
speed. Turning in clockwise direction will increase the idling speed, turning in counterclockwise
direction will reduce the idling speed. Page E â€” Twist the mixture adjusting screw clockwise
all the way in, counting and writing down the number of twists. Twist out the mixture regulating
screw and remove it together with the spring, the washer and the O-ring. Page E â€” Position
the float and mount the pin. When mounting the float make sure that the needle valve properly
engages with the float. Check by moving the float upwards: the needle valve must move with
the float. Make sure that the membrane is properly positioned in the pump housing. Page E â€”
Twist out the needle jet â€” Twist the mixture adjusting screw clockwise all the way in, counting
and writing down the number of twists. Page E â€” Mount the needle jet â€” Insert the seal ring
into the carburetor bore and mount the needle valve â€” Position the float arm and mount pin
â€” Mount the idling jet and the starting jet â€” Position the baffle and fasten it with the main jet
â€” Page E main jet jet needle jet needle idling jet throttle valve mixture regulating screw idle
adjusting screw Idling range â€” A Operation with closed throttle valve. This range is influenced
by the position of the air control screw and the idle adjusting screw. Page E Adjusting the
throttle cable There must always be a mm 0. You must be able to lift the outer covering of the
cable mm from the adjusting screw , until resistance is felt. Page E Disassembling the
carburetor NOTE: Before you start disassembling the carburetor, you should look for a clean
work place. It should offer you enough space to lay out all individual components of the
carburetor in perfect order. Page E â€” Now, pull the cable disc approx. Page E â€” Remove the
screw and dismount the throttle-valve sensor When unfastening the screw, be sure to watch out
for the bushing NOTE: To dismount the throttle-valve sensor, always remove the screw. After
the screw was loosened, the throttle-valve sensor must be adjusted again. Page E Checking the
choke slide It must be easy to actuate the choke slide. The piston of the choke slide must not
have any pronounced score marks or deposits. Checking the accelerator pump Check the
membranes for cracking or brittleness. Check gaskets for damage. Page E Assembling the
carburetor â€” Mount the idle-air jet and the main air jet â€” Place the O-ring in the groove and
secure the intake trumpet to the carburetor by means of the 2 screws. Page E â€” Position the
float, mount the float hinge pin and secure it by means of the screw. Page E â€” Coat the thread
of the screw with Loctite and mount the screw, however, do not tighten it yet. At the same time,
push the slide lever to the extreme right and tighten the screw â€” Page E â€” Mount the throttle
valve sensor such that the flat spot at the carburetor engages the groove of the throttle valve
sensor and secure it by means of the screw. Adjusting the position of the throttle valve sensor
NOTE: Before checking the position of the throttle valve sensor, you have to adjust the idle
speed correctly. That is, an engine whose idling speed is adjusted correctly will be easier to
start than one whose idling speed has not been adjusted correctly. The idle speed is controlled
by means of the adjusting wheel and the mixture control screw. Page E Adjusting the mixture
control screw The mixture control screw is difficult to reach. For this reasons, we have created
an appropriate special tool Introduce the special tool into the bore at the carburetor bottom.
Press the tool slightly upward and turn the adjusting wheel until the tool engages the slot of the
mixture control screw Now, you can go about adjusting the screw. Page E â€” Turn the
carburetor around, remove the 3 screws and remove the cover of the accelerator pump. NOTE:
When dismounting the cover, watch out for the spring and the sealing rings as they may get lost
easily. Page E â€” Remove bolts and the throttle sensor NOTE: the throttle sensor should only
be dismounted if defective. If the bolts are loosened, the throttle sensor must be adjusted again.
Page E Checking the choke slide and hot start knob Choke slide: The choke slide must be easy
to actuate. Hot start knob: The hot start knob must be easily actuated. The piston on the hot
start knob may not have any scores or deposits. Page E Assembling the carburetor Keihin
FCR-MX 41 â€” Mount the idle-air jet and the main air jet â€” Place the O-ring in the groove and
secure the intake trumpet to the carburetor by means of the 2 screws. Page E â€” Position the
float and the float needle valve and mount the float hinge pin â€” Check the float level see page
Page E â€” Apply Loctite to the screw and tighten. Page E Adjusting the position of the throttle
valve sensor NOTE: Before checking the position of the throttle valve sensor, you have to

adjust the idle speed correctly. Pay attention to starting off information see driving instructions.
Replace indicator lamp. Defective idle switch. Connect the cable to ground. The neutral switch
must be replaced if the indicator lamp lights up. Loose connections, defective cable. Turn on
the ignition, switch the gear to neutral and switch Operating errror the emergency OFF switch
on. Discharged battery. Recharge the battery and investigate the causes for discharging. Defect
ignition lock or emergency Check ignition lock and emergency OFF switch. Check voltage
regulator blown out Headlight parking Blown fuse Replace fuse below the headlight mask. Page
E Replacing the swing arm bearing: â€” To dismount the swing arm, see page Chassis. Page F
Replacing the steering head bearing â€” See Owner's Manual to remove the headlight mask.
NOTE: Remove the lower screws with the sleeves and the upper screws with the distance
bushings and shims. Page F Replacing the chain, chain guide, pinion and rear sprocket â€”
Open the lock on the chain joint with pliers, remove the chain link and pull the chain from the
rear sprocket. NOTE: â€” If you cannot remove the chain link by hand, hold the chain while you
hammer the chain link out with a driver. Page E Overhauling the rocker arm â€” See page
Chassis to dismount the rocker arm. You will need special tool Service after 1. Service km, then
dometic refrigerator wiring diagram
2001 dodge durango stereo wiring diagram
2004 f650
A washed motorcycle can be checked more quickly which saves money! Service 2. Service
after after km, then A washed motorcycle can be checked more quickly which saves money!
Service after km, then A washed motorcycle can be checked more quickly which saves money!
Service after km km A washed motorcycle can be checked more quickly which saves money!
Service intervalls should never be exceed by moor than km. Maintenance work done by KTM
authorised workshops is not a substitute of care and checks done by the rider! Page E Deutsch
Englisch Italienisch Franz sisch 1 Scheinwerfer 1 headlight 1 faro 1 phare 2 Standlicht 2 parking
light 2 luce di posizione 2 feu de position 3 Blinker li vo 3 blinker left front 3 lampegg. Page E
SMC Page F Page F NOTE to the connector designations: The connector designations are
comprised of letters and numbers - e. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In
OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

